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Frequently Asked Questions 
 
 1   What are the criteria to be considered for the fellowship? 
      To be eligible, applicants must: 
 

● Fill out all mandatory fields in the application form by 11:59 p.m. on Wednesday, June 
13, 2018. 

 
● Provide links to relevant past work, or send equivalent portfolio materials to 

designbeyond@nymag.com. This portfolio or body of work examples must demonstrate 
the applicant’s skill and ability in the field of interior design.  

 
● Have graduated from an undergraduate or graduate-level program during or after the 

year 2012. Students who will still be enrolled in an accredited undergraduate/graduate 
education program as of June 2018 are not eligible. 

 
● Be 21 years of age or older as of June 2018. 

 
● Be able to commute to New York City during the course of the fellowship (see projected 

dates below), or be able to relocate to the New York metropolitan area at their own 
expense. 

 
● Confirm their availability for the active program dates. (See below for projected dates; 

final dates will be confirmed during the selection process). 
 
 2   Do I need a interior-design degree to be eligible?  
      No. 
 
 3   What kind of materials should I include in my portfolio?  
     Please include a selection of your best interior-design work for consideration. We  
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     suggest providing a diverse breadth of work samples across a variety of materials if  
     Possible: renderings, CAD drawings, sketches, or your preferred medium. In the 
     corresponding fields above, please include links to your personal website, LinkedIn  
     profile, and/or other relevant profiles. You may also submit portfolio pieces, your résumé,  
     et al. to designbeyond@nymag.com.  
 
 4  Do I need to live in New York City during the fellowship?  
     Per the criteria above, eligible applicants must be able to commute to New York City during  
     the course of the fellowship (see projected dates below), or be able to relocate to the New  
     York metropolitan area for the duration of the fellowship activities — at their own expense. 
 
 5   What do the main activities of the fellowship entail?  
      The fellowship will feature four design challenges. Within each challenge, a mentor (one  
      mentor per challenge) will provide the fellows with an assignment. Each fellow will create a  
      rendering, moodboard, or sketch representing their corresponding design concept. All  
      submitted materials will be the original creations of the fellow alone. The mentors will  
      provide constructive feedback on the submitted assignments for educational purposes.  
 
 6   How is the fellowship being captured in branded content? 
      Throughout the course of the challenges, fellows will give on-camera insight into their  
      backgrounds, design process, and ideas. The challenge process will be documented in four  
      custom-created, branded videos that will live on the Cut and will be distributed through New 
      York’s and the Cut’s promotional channels. New York and the Cut will produce all  
      four videos.  
 
 7   When will the fellowship take place and what time commitment is required of fellows?  
      Fellows will partake in four “field trips” throughout the summer — three will be local to the  
      New York metropolitan area, and one will involve comped travel to Delta headquarters in  
      Indianapolis — in addition to a handful of fellowship events. Each trip (besides the overnight  
      to Delta Faucet HQ) will require about one day’s time, and production may require minimal  
      additional shoot days. Projected production and event dates are noted below. (Dates are  
      subject to change, and the required time commitment may be flexible.) For those considered  
      as candidates, we will require notice of their availability during/around these time frames.  
 

 Prospective program dates:  
June 21 

June 25 to 26 
July 18 

July 31 to August 1 
August 16 to 17 

September 25 to 26 
 
 8   What other events will fellows need to participate in if chosen? 
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      Each fellow will participate in the following activities to publicize the Delta Faucet Design  
      Beyond Fellowship and for professional and educational purposes: a program launch dinner,  
      an “in conversation with” panel with Wendy Goodman and Delta Faucet at the Cooper  
      Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum, and meetings with mentors and Delta Faucet  
      representatives to review design assignments and ideas for individual designs. Each fellow  
      will also be interviewed by the Cut, with the resulting branded content articles living on  
      the Cut.  
 
 9   Who is Wendy Goodman and how is she involved in the Design Beyond Fellowship? 
      Wendy Goodman is the design editor of New York magazine, and the mind behind Design  
      Hunting. As an expert and leader in the world of interior design, she will help select  
      semi-finalists for the fellowship, and will continue to help shape the fellowship as it  
      progresses — from the accomplished industry peers she’ll enlist to serve as mentors, to the  
      “field-trip” locations she recommends for inspiration.  
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